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Abstrsot
The paper outllnes an Gfflco Flllng System which
can be used for multlmedta messages. The system uses
slgnature techniques for fast flltsrlng.
It uses mlnlatures, voice excerpt5 and a game envlronment for effectlve browsing and selectkn of the desired meaaages.
1. Introduction
Our ObJeotlve Is to design and ImPlWIIOnt a faolllty
for flllng offlas obJeots.
Wfth the advent o? the
widespread use of measago systems such a faclllty Is
vary muah needed. As psopls l xohangs text messages,
voice messagss, rsoords and faoslmlle they will need to
flls them and retrlsvs them In a ftexlble manner, Suoh fllIng sotlvlty serves two purposes. Flrat, It onables the
users to stars and rstrleve the lnformatlon relevant to
their own work. Second, It snables the system to retain
lnformatlon from which It can food corporate data base
to augment the “corporato memory” [Mol?o7D).
We will rater loosely to mssssgss as the offloe
obJect8 related to filing. A messags aan be 5 de?a baa
rscord, a text mwsege, a m/w me55eg5, or an Imsgs. It
can also be any comblnatlon of the above. For Instance,
a msssage may consist of:
a) attrlbute

values, e.g., date, sender
oontents
c) voice part, e.g., voloe l nnotatlon
d) Image part, e.g., dlgltlzed photo5
A msssags oonslsb of a hsader whloh hsr a unlqus
Id and perhaps rules related to Its behavior [HMQTEB].
The oontssts oonslst of dlffsrent sections of attrlbute
values, text, Imags, and voloe. We want to provide a
faclllty for flllng and rstrlsvlng
l uoh multlmedla messagss.
A rlmple way of flllng and retrlevlng messages Is In
tsrma of labels. Each msssags ls labeled with a name
and It Is stored In a asparato flls. lt Is retrlsved through

b) text part, e.g., letter

5 search of the file dlrectorlea. e.g., UNIX hlerarchlcal file
dlrsctories.
The approach 15 effective lrrespectlve
of
the nature of the message’s contents.
It Is equutly
applicable to data, text, voice. and images, or any comblnatlons. The management of names, however, bocomoa
dlfflcult for the user and it does not work well in the
presence of many messages.
Another simple approach is to file all message5
sequentially
and to search them sequentially
to select
the needed messages. It Is the method used when doing
a library search using a microflchs reader. The ordering
of the messages can faollltate the search, e.g., alphabstlc, ohronologlcal, etc. The method work5 well when
we don’t have many messages and/or the messages
have an order whlah Is very meaningful to the user.
However, It Is time consuming to sequentially
scan all
messages, when we have many messages and want to
access them In many dlfferent ways.
A thlrd approach Is to abstract some propertles of
the messages snd encapsulate them In attrlbute values.
The approach Is used In lnformatlon Retrieval when doing
keyword searches. The search Is effected In term8 of a
selection of attrlbute values. The aelectlon fllter ls
speclfled through a query lnvolvlng a Boolean expresslon of simple, atrlbute
cop> uslue. condltlons.
The
method Is effsctlve
when the attrlbute
values adsquately represent the propertles of the message and
when the l nvlronment Is static. These rsqulrements are
not easily fulfllled when msssages have pictures, or
voice. It ImPlIes a prlorl knowledge of the propertles
whloh are Importsnt for searching purposes.
A fourth approach Is to retrlevs messages accordIng to a pattern Present In them rSalt80. FIUl80, Hask81,
AhKW78]. Thls approach works well for text. The text
part of a message can be quallfled aocordlng to a regular
expressIon of strlngs (words, oomblnatlons of words)
present In them. For voice and plctures, however, patterns are not easy to detlne and they often require compllcated and tlmd oonsumlng pattern recognltlon technlauss rRsdd76. BaBr82. EtlLRBOl. Note that what can
be* a n&Ural pattern for the huriian eye/ear Is not as
easy to Pin down In terms of oomputer-orlented
measages.
Flnally, a flfth approech to retrlevlng messages Is
to sncapaulate their propertles In terms of abstra&lons
whloh at8 easy for the users to recognize. The users
procleed aearchlng for the messages wlth the aid of
these abstractions.
These abstractions
can be olossly
related to the message, e.g., a mlnkture
Image of the
message.
Ahs*rnctlow
can e&o be &mm&ted
te the
l xsct contwts of the massags, e.g., a particulqr type
may ldentlfy a person or an Icon for an Idea. An assoclatlon easily rsaognlzed by the user relates the seemingly
Independent abstractlon of the meaaage to the message

itself.

specification
of the message
contents
[Zioo75].
This
partial specification
of the desired
messages
acts as a
filter.
The filter restricts
the attention
of the messages
in the message
file to a manageable
subset.
The filter
can be changed dynamically
by tightening
its specification.
The filtering
capability
is by no means an exact one.
The user seldom specifies
an accurate
filter.
His specification will allow more messages
to qualify in addition to
the ones he absolutely
wants.
These additional
messages are eliminated
in the browsing
mode by the user.
To assist
the user in identifying
the appropriate
messages, miniatures
and fasttalk are provided.
Miniatures
are realistic
visual abstractions
of the messages
which
are displayed
for the user during
browsing
like in
[FeND81].
At the same time when the miniature
appears
in view to the user, the fasttalk
can be heard. The fasttalk is n voice excerpt
associated
wlth the message
which highlights
the message’s
meaning.
CM the basis of
what the user sees and hears, he can decide if the message is one of the ones he wants retrieved.
if so, the
message
corresponding
to the miniature
is displayed
to
the user along with a playback
of the voice annotations
for the messages.

In this paper we would like to deal with multimedia
messages.
We will use, therefore,
a combination
of the
above techniques
for flexible
message retrieval.
in this
way, the facility
would be effective
for each medium of
communication
and it will be especially
suitable for combinations
of data, text, voice and pictures.
information
retrieval
facilities
consist
usually
of
two parts; a filtering
capability
and a browslng
capability. Filtering enables the user to specify
what he would
like to see, or equivalently
the messages
which he does
capability
enables
the
not like to see. The browsing
user to pinpoint
from the filtered
messages
the ones
which he actually
wants.
in many systems
the browsing
capability
is only an after-thought
(especially
true for
data base systems).
it cleais only with the presentatlon
of the selected
messages
to the user.
It is not considered an integral part of the selection.
in addition, the
filtering
and browsing
are considered
as two independent and consecutive
steps without any relation to each
other.
in the case of office filing the browsing
capability
is very important.
We will consider
it as important
for
selection
purposes
as the flltering
capability.
This
approach
is needed because
the user filters
are rather
vague. The user does nbt adequately
remember what he
is looking for. Filtering alone cannot pinpoint the desired
messages.
in addition, voice and image filtering
according to contents
is difficult
to implement because
it may
imply pattern
recognition.
In this case it is advantageous to use browsing
rather than filtering.

To select the miniature to be viewed in full, the user
identifies
the particular
miniature
by shooting
it down
with a cannon. in the current implementation,
this cannon
is stationary
and the miniature
is hit when it appears
within the target
area of the cannon.
Using miniatures
and fasttaik
rather than the messages
themselves.
the
user can play many more filtered
messages.
in this way
his browsing
capability
is enhanced.
In addition,
the
presence
of many more message
abstractions
enables
the user to spend more time on the more interesting
candidates.
We also plan to allow the user to control the
speed that the abstractions
are played.

We believe
that the browsing
aspect
is a dual
method to the filtering
for selection
purposes.
We pro“play” methods
supporting
browsing
in
vide therefore,
the same way that we have access methods supporting
filtering.
We also allow filtering
and browsing
to be
interleaved.
That is. while browsing
we can modify the
filter for selection
of the messages
we are currently
browsmg.
In this way filtering
and browsing
proceed
concurrently
enabling tHe user to pinpoint the appropriThe
additional
advantage
of this
ate
messages.
approach
is that
the dynamics
of the Interaction
between
the user and the system are greatly improved.
The user does not get bbred waiting for the filtering,
nor
swamped
with its results
when they come in bursts.
Instead the user is provided
with a continuous
stream of
filtered
messages
from
which
he can select,
by
advanced
browsing
methods.
the messages
he wants.
The browsing
is also implemented
as an interesting
game
to further appeal and retain the interest
of the user.

3. User interface
The screen layout of our system appears
in Figure
1’. The status
of the display depends
on the current
mode. There are four modes:

2. General Design
Messages
in our Office Filing System consist
of a
unique id and a number of fields.
Each message
has a
date field, a sender field and a subject
field which are
attribute
fields.
Attribute
fields have a maximum length
and they take single values from a domain of values.
In
addition,
a message
has fields which are unstructured
and of variable
length.
These fields
consist
of text,
image, ano votce annotations.
Images include
graphs,
tables,
captions.
bar charts,
pie charts,
diagrams,
and
pictures
Images may appear anywhere
in the message.
Voice annotations
are parts of the message
that are
used to clarify and enhance it. For instance,
they can be
verbal comments
about the message or an utterance
to
attract
the attention
of the reader.
All Incoming messages
are filed into a generai
message file
rhe user searches
for the required
messages
guroeo oy a vague recollection
ot the contents
ot the
messages
and by a vague image of what the messages
initially
a partial
provides
like.
The
user
look

Figure

1: Screen

Layout

---ow nnplenenraticn snvitonmsnt consisi~ of a Sun compukr
tilch
whole
estate
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provldes
ona and a half page ot bit-map
dlspby.
The W part Is a
page of message,
while
the right Is halt a page of screen
real
used for me.nus and mlnlatures.

(1)

(2)

- the user creates
or appends
to
Create/Append
This state
can be recognized
by the
the filter.
appearance
of the filter template
and the contents
of the filter (in the case of Append mode) on the
left and the icon* menu area to the right of the
screen.

Restrictions

Browsing
- the user Is playihg
the abstractions
(miniatures
and fasttalk)
for the messages
that are
filtered
by the system.
Miniatures
are scrolled
on
the right hand and the filter remains on the left part
of the display.

Restrictions
on attribute
and text values are Provided as values and patterns.
For Bach of the attrlbute
and text fields, a field restrictlon
may be deflned.
Each
fleld restriction
Is a conjunction
of bonditlons.
The syntax of the field restriction
Is given by the following
pseudo grammar:

(1)

There are Images present
In the messages
being
sought.
The user specifies
the aPProximate
haBon of where these images reside in the message
and their type.

(2)

iE;;sre

no images

wordpart

each of the
restrlction
Is entered
using a by

Create/Append

belng

Mode

Mode

x-----

Exit

Viewing

--

Create
Filter

Return to
Browsing

3 ma Icons
rscognlzbd

Layout

1)
2)
3)
4)
=!
6)
7)

h the Star

h the

appearing
Ottke
Flllng

any Image type
line graph
table
bar chart
pb chwt
logo or lcttcrhesd
pk:re
( Le.. any other
In our hIphmantatlon.
pk chart).

of Create/Append

_... “f&
~cen is ~~g&ha?l’r~&entQiii
icons ara shnllar to there
found
Lisa [WIl83].

Fasttalk
off

Scroll
Down

Create
Filter

I

Append
Filter

Play
Voice

’

To exlt the Offlce Flllng System, the Exlt button Is
selected
while in the Browsing
or Viewing mode. When
the Create
Filter light button
Is selected,
It Indicates
that the user is to provide
a new filter.
A blank filter
template
appears
to the left part of the screen and the

LOGO

2: Screen

Append
Filter

Mode

Exit

pb

in the messages

_-__

-

---.
Thaw

present

The user specifies
the voice restrlctlon
by selecting the appropriate
light button (for voice) corresponding to whether
voice annotations
Is present,
absent, or
null for don? care.
Commands for the Office Filing System are located
in a command line area at the bottom of the screen.
The
appropriate
command is selected
using the appropriate
light button.
Different
command menus appear depending on what mode the user Is in. The command menus for
the various modes are:

‘8~’ element

Browsing

Figure

In the form

A null restriction
in which
the messages
being
sought may or may not contain images.
The selection
of the approprlate
condition
Is facilitated
by selecting
the approprlate
light button
beside
the
image entry In the filter.
If the user specifies
that there are images in the
desired
messages.
then the positions
and image types
are identified
by dragging the ‘xl icons or object
icons
(e.g., graph, pie chart, etcJ3 and positioning
them in the
appropriate
place on the filter template.
The ‘xl Icon
(representing
any type of Image) and the object
icons
are picked up from the menu. Selecting
an object
Icon
implies that the desired
image i+ represented
by thls
object
icon4. Withln a filter creae
Or update session,
the user may drag any of the positioned
icons (those
placed
in the same session)
into the menu area to
remove that Image from the fllter.

of
Viewing - the user has just frdzen the browsing
the miniatures
to vlew one of the messages
In mere
detail.
The expanded
message
appears on the left
while the rlght screen remalns frozen.
The filter
used by the searching
process
is the
conjunctlon
of all the restrlctlons
on the data, text,
voice, and image values of a message.
The template
of
the filter and its menu appears
In the Filter Display and
Icon Menu areas as shown In Figure 2.

SENDER:
OFITE:
SUBJECT:

on images

(3)

(3)

field-restriction
= element 1 field-restriction
element = string 1 element ‘1’ strlng
string = word 1 wordpart
1 string word 1strlng
word = letters
wordpart
= ‘*‘letters
1 letters’*‘,
‘*‘letters’*’
letters = digit 1 char 1 symbol I letters
dlgit I
letters char I letters symbol
A field restrlction
need not be proJlded
for
data and text fleld. In such cases a null field
for this field is assumed.
The field restrlctlon
in the appropriate
field entry on the filter
example approach
[Zloo76].

may be placed

of:

aQ @I object
CLcdd881
[SIKHSZ]
and the Sp-

4

h Flgure 2
System.
They

image type)
an Image

represent
are,

Is a shgle

from

the mage
typo*
top to bottom:

IndlvkLk

object

(e.g.,

Simple Image descriptions
can be abstracted
from
the message, such as the image types present
In it (e.g.,
graph, table, bar chart etc.) and their posltldnlng.
This
information
will be automatically
gathered,
slnce It Is
reasonable
to assume that the image creation
will be
conducted
with the aid of specialized
image eUiting tools
that are aware of the image type being created.

user is In the Create mode. After all the feStrlCtjOns
are
added, the Return to Browsing button is selected.
When
the Append Filter light button is selected,
it indicates
that the user wants to augment the existing
filter with
more restrictions.
The user can now edit in the restrictlons and Return to Browsing
when finished.
The Scroll
Down light button when off Indicates
that the miniatures
are displayed
from the bottom to the top versus top to
bottom (Scroll Down is onJ5. The user can turn the playing of the fasttalk
on and off by turning the Fasttalk
Off
light button off and on, respectively.
As long as this light
button
is on, no fasttalk
is spoken’.
In the Viewing
mode, the user can play the voice annotation
turning the
Play Voice light button on6. To return to the other two
modes, the user selects
the appropriate
return light button.
4. Abstractions
Information

In our current
system,
the fasttalk
1s created
manually
by the user.
It contains
a short (dne to two
sedonds
of talk) description
of the message%
contents,
or an excerpt
of the message.
in the future,
we ace
hoping to use automatic
techniques
to obtain a fasttalk
which highlights
the voice annotation
of a message.
5. Implementation
The implementation
of the
divided into three processes.

from Messages
abstracted

from the messages

ienglh

of the

I

annotations

and

Figure

t

-
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3: The Office

__---

fasttalr

fasttalk

insert

PiD*

user

Filing System

search

implementation

.--.

7 At thlr stage of the hnplementstlon,
we assume
a t&t
sdltor
has
created
the text
and Images portion
of the message
and I shpl0
voke
editor has created
the voice flies.

and

voke

is

The user provides
four files to the insert process.
These four files cdntain various pieces of the message
(Le., text and attributes,
images, voice annotations,
and
the message’s
fasttalk7).
We plan to use automatic
techniques
In the future
to split a multimedia
message
into its media compbnents.
The insert routine processes
the information
contained
in the four files and appends
them to the appropriate
files and relations
of the message file.
The message file is really seven files and one data
base relation.
The four input files are appended
to the
corresponding
four
files
of the message
file.
The
remaining
files anU relations
of the message
file are
created
by the insertion
process.
These are described
as follows:

The miniatures
for the messages
are formed
by
first
taking
each
word
wlthin
the
message
and
representing
it with a variable
line thickness
(i.e., to
account
for the ascenders
and descenders
in the
letters
of the word).
Then, the bit-maps
of the images
arc extracted
and an “n” factor reduction
is performed
(i.e., reduce every 9-1” bits into one bit). This reduction
is
sensitive
to bits that are on. That is, if a majority of the
91” bits are off then the one bit is turned off. Otherwise,
the bit is turned
on. To complete
the miniature,
the
reduced
bit-maps
are merged &cordingly
with the textual portion of the message.
to the

System

Communication
between
the user interface
and the
search
process
are limited to two uni-directional
pipes.
The user interface
process
passes the filter information,
the directory
where the files are, and the commands to
change the search direction
to the search process
along
pipe 1. The search process
in turn passes to the user
interface
process
the messages
that meet the restrlctions of the filter elong pipe 2. In the rest of the paper
we will elaborate
on the insertion
and searching
capabllities of the system.

To examine if a given word appears within a logical
block of the message,
the slgnature
of this block is
examined.
The same transformation
is performed
on the
word and the bits determined
by the transformation
are
examined.
If they are all one the word Is assumed
to
appear
in the message.
Otherwise,
the message
is
skipped.
This access method retrieves
supersets
of the
qualifying
messages.
Parts of words can also be speciMore
complicated
query
patterns
fied
in queries.
(including
conjunctions
and disjunctions
of words)
can
be examined versus the slgnature
in an obvious manner.

Is lmlteo

Filing

The insertton
process
is used to add new messages
to the message file. In addftlon, this process
generates
the appropriate
search
aiding entries
for the new messages.
The search
process
will search
for messages
satisfying
the search filter.
The user interface
process,
as we described
earlier, is concerned
wlth the speciflcation of a tighter filter and allows the user to browse the
miniatures
through
a game playing
environment
and
viewing a message in more detail.

are:

(1) Signatures
(2) Miniatures
(3) image Description
(4) Fasttalk
In our system, we use a signature
technique
as an
access
method for attribute
and text values [TsCh83].
The method is based on superimposed
coding [ChFa83].
A fixed length signature.
which Is a bit string, Is created
for the attributes.
A separate
signature
Is created
for
each block of the body.
These signatures
within the
block signature
are determlned
by taking
each nontrivial word in the body or in the attributes,
splitting
it
into successive,
overlapping
triplets
of letters
and
hashing each triplet into a bit position.
If the word is too
short, additional
bit positions
are created
by using a random number generator,
which is initialized
with a numeric
encoding
of the word.
Thus a constant
number of bits
corresponds
to each non-trivial
word.
These bits are
set to one. The size of the signatures
and the number of
bits per word have been determined
in such a way, that
the performance
of the system is optimized.

’ The speed
of the scrotlhg
thee Rasterop
operation.
h-, our current
implementstlon.
played
back at normal speeds.

Office

are
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An ASCII file IS provlded
as Input which Contains the
text and attribute
components
of the message.
The
insert
routine
generates
the signatures
entrles
for
the text and attributes
components
of the message
and places it into the signature
file of the message
file.

-

A file containing
the position
and size information
for
the images present
in the message
Is Provided
as
input. It also contains
the bit maps for these images
and informatlon
about the Image type. Using the contents of the ASCII file and this file, the miniature
is
created
and placed
into the miniatures
file of the
message
file. The posltloning
Information
along with
the information
about the image types is stored
by
the insert routine into a database
relation of the message file.

-

Two files are provided
that contain the voice annotation and the fasttalk
portion of the message, respectively.
For the initial implementation,
the files contain
analog signals of the corresponding
voice annotation
and fasttalk,
and are stored
on a separate
direct
addressable
audio storage
device [lnst82].

The last file of the message
file Is a pointer file. It
contains
lnformatlon
about the other six files of the
message file. Each entry in this file gives the location
and size of each portion
of the message
in the
corresponding
files.
The “insert”
routine consists
of the three subprocedures
that update the files and relations
of the message file based on the input files (refer to Figure 4). It
also updates the pointer file according
to the information
returned
by them.
-

Figure

6: Search

Procedure

Outilne.

the message.
The ‘search
for the presence
messages.

voice’ routine
requires
only a search
or absence of voice annotations
in the

The ‘search
text’ routine retrieves
the signatures
for the incoming message and examines
if the message
satisfies
the restrictions
on the text
and attribute
values.
The results
of the searcher
Is a filtered
subset
which is passed to the the user interface
for browsing.
The miniatures
for these messages
are displayed
and
the fasttalk
are played.
When the fasttalk
of a given
messaged
is played, the corresponding
miniature
of the
message is highlighted
by a box on the screen.

Figure

4: Insert

Procedure

6. Concluding
Remarks
The Office Filing System outllned
In this paper has
been
implemented
using
UNIX on a SUN computer
[ThRl78].
The SUN [Sun 821 is a MC68000 based system
that combines
high-performance
graphics,
processing,
and networking
capabilities
in a desk-top
workstation.
It
has a high resolution
(1024
by 890 points)
bit-map
display that can show two pages of text and graphics of
a reasonable
resolution.
A hand-held
pointing
device
called a mouse facilitates
input of graphical
information.
The SUN UNIX operating
system is based on the Berkeley
4.2bsd version
of UNIX and the ARPA lP/TCP protocols
[Sun 821. The Ethernet
local area network
connection
allows
SUN workstations
to share
resources
and to
access
such services
as electronic
mail, file storage,
and printing.
We are using the lnstavox
RA-12 Rapid Access
Audio Unit [lnst82]
for storing
voice messages.
Voice
messages
are stored
on l&Inch
dlskettes,
each of
which can oontaiil
about 27 minutes
of speech.
iiuwever, voice messages
are represented
In analog form
and, as such,
changes
in playback
speed
are not
allowed.
We are planning to incorporate
the capability
of

Outllne.

The “search”
routine calls three search procedures
to progressively
isolate the messages
that Jatisfy
the
filter
conditions.
The sequence
of calls and inputs
shown in Figure 5.
Each message is passed through the three search procedure sequentially
and the respective
medium restrlction specified
in the filter are checked.
The messages
that finally
pass ‘search
text’
are those
that qualify
under all the medium restrictions
contained
in the filter
including the one for the text and attributes.
The ‘search image’ routine first checks the entry in
the pointer
file to see if the message
contains
the
minimal number of images that are required.
If so, the
routine
verifies
that the posltioning
of the image Is
indeed within the minimum rectangle
for the images and
the types of the Images match those specltled
In the
filter by checking
the corresponding
database
relatlon.
If the absence
restriction
is specified,
the search
process merely checks
to see that there are no Images in

6

lncreaslng
the
faster scanning

playback
speed of fasttalks
so that
rate of the messages
can be achieved.

a

We use signatures
as an access
technique
to
speed up text search.
We are also considering
the use
of special
processors
to support
our system.
A basic
requirement
is that the processor
must be able to handle
both structured
and unstructured
files. We are planning
to use the Intel iDBP database
processor
[lnte82]
because
it provides
facilities
for managing both structured and unstructured
flies.
For instance,
It provides
‘JOIN’ operations
for relating
structured
files together
and ‘CONNECT0 operations
for relating
structured
files
and unstructured
files together
[Lowe82].
Therefore,
separate
structured
and unstructured
flies (e.g., memo
heading, text, image and voice parts) can be CONNECTed
together
and manipulated
as an integrated
message.
Although the iDBP can be used for full text search, we
can also employ signatures
to further
enhance the performance.
Finally, the iDBP can be used as a file server
connected
to an Ethernet
in order to allow sharing of the
facility by several users.
The following
are in our opinion the highlights
our
system.
b)

It stores and retrieves
It Interleaves
filtering
message selection.

cl

It uses signatures
selection.

d)

It uses mlniatures
and fasttalk
aid the user in pinpointing
messages.

e)

It uses information
about
type and their positioning.

f)

It uses a game to improve
and retain his Interest.

a)

mixed media messages.
and browsing
for flexible

as an access

method
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